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Treehoppers are small insects with body lengths that range from a mere few millimeters up to around two centimeters. The drawing to the right shows the remarkable appearance of the treehopper with what looks like a horn on its back. This is known as the pronotum, the back plate of the insect. This is just one of the interesting pronotum variations displayed by the treehopper, with approximately 3,100 types documented around the world so far.

Treehoppers are classified in the same taxonomic order of Hemiptera as cicadas and aphids. According to treehopper researcher Dr. Munetoshi Maruyama, "These insects lack the powerful defenses possessed by ants and bees. It is theorized that they evolved this way to camouflage themselves to avoid being eaten by other creatures." This camouflage effect comes in many shapes and sizes. Some treehoppers have pronotum in the shape of thorns or plant shoots, some mimic dangerous insects like bees, while others resemble inedible substances like caterpillar droppings or discarded insect exoskeletons. Some even take on colorful and almost otherworldly shapes.

Treehoppers subsist on plant sap which they suck up using their hard, needle-like mouths. However, storing too much sugar in their bodies causes problems for treehoppers. They remove the sugar through the secretion of a substance known as honeydew. The treehoppers’ sugary honeydew attracts ants, leading to a mutualistic relationship between the two insects. For example, in their larval stage, treehoppers have yet to grow wings and can barely move. Ants tap the bodies of treehopper larvae with their antennae to induce a sweet honeydew reward that is secreted from the larvae abdomens. In return, the ants benefit the treehopper larvae by protecting them from spiders and other insect predators. This is just one of the numerous aspects of the treehopper and ant mutualistic relationship.

Dr. Maruyama’s interest in treehoppers grew when he studied abroad in Chicago about ten years ago. While in America, he was delighted to find assorted treehoppers he had never seen before on the undergrowth of forests in early spring. Since then, he has been researching treehoppers worldwide, focusing on the tropical forests of South America and Southeast Asia.

You will probably be able to spot some treehoppers if you see ants coming and going on soft new shoots of plants. Dr. Maruyama concludes by saying, “There are more than ten treehopper species in Japan alone. I hope everyone can observe the beauty of their tiny world.”

Insects with a Sweet Tooth for Honeydew
Camponotus japonicas

The common Japanese carpenter ant is distributed throughout almost the entire country. In addition to fields and forests, you can easily find them in large cities, suburbs, and parks. They relish honeydew excreted not only by treehoppers, but also gossamer-winged butterfly larvae, aphids, and other insects.

Provides Sugar for Predator Protection
Butragulus flavipes

This species of treehopper is found in the mountain regions of Japan. Although shaped like adults, treehopper larvae have no wings and thus cannot fly, making ants a welcome protection from predators. They shed their exoskeletons five times before reaching adulthood.
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Welcome to the World of Superhuman Sports

New Sports Made Possible by Technology

A new era of sports is dawning around the world. Technology is making artificial enhancement of athletic abilities a reality, enabling the development of entirely new kinds of sports. Innovation has also helped level the playing field and set fair handicaps, allowing everyone to enjoy these exciting sports.

Sports for our Digitized Society

The day when an 80-year-old woman can put on a robotic suit and run faster than Usain Bolt may not be far off. Japan’s Superhuman Sports Society was founded to pioneer sports that use technology like this. Dr. Kouta Minamizawa, the Society’s Director-General of the Secretariat and Associate Professor at the Keio University Graduate School of Media Design, filled us in on the Society’s initiatives.

“The Superhuman Sports Society began with a gathering of specialists working on things like virtual reality, augmented reality, and robots. Technology can also break down barriers between people by equalizing differences among competitors stemming from age and disability. Technology can help people overcome physical limitations, achieving new abilities through a unity with machines.”

“During the age of agricultural-based societies, we saw a lot of sports created in the time between farm jobs. With the birth of industrial society, we began to see the creation of motor sports, such as F1 racing. Sports do not exist independently from industry or culture. I believe that superhuman sports are the sports of today. They are sports for our digitized society.”

Sports that push the limits also push forward specific technologies, which in turn leads to new products on the market. The efforts to test the limits on how fast cars could drive during F1 races led to the commercialization of turbo engines. Something similar might occur with superhuman sports technology. The devices developed for superhuman sports competitions are expected to drive efforts to make commercial products lighter and more battery-efficient in the future.

The Thrill of Designing New Sports

In July 2015, the Superhuman Sports Society held a “hackathon” (an event in which people compete with each other to develop the best idea) to increase the number of people familiar with superhuman sports. It was a great success, drawing a crowd of over 100 engineers and creators for discussions on the creation of new sports.

“Normally hackathons are one-day affairs, but in this case over half of the participants are still working on their own superhuman sports. Many people who came to the First Superhuman Sports Expo in October were able to experience some of these new sports for themselves.”

One sport born out of that hackathon was Carry Otto, a superhuman sport reminiscent of the chariot races of ancient Rome. For this sport, competitors sit on a platform attached to a large wheel that contains a motor. This wheel can be steered using reins. The team behind Carry Otto has funded the development of the sport through crowdfunding. It is clear that many people are looking forward to the fruits of their efforts.

“Creating new sports turned out to be much more enticing than we ever imagined. Around ten new competitions have already been created. I think that going forward we will have to accelerate efforts on the competitions we hold and expand our horizons. We are now considering selecting five of the most popular superhuman sports to host a Superhuman Sports International Competition alongside the Tokyo Olympic Games in 2020.”

Dr. Kouta Minamizawa

Director/General of the Secretariat of the Superhuman Sports Society. Associate Professor at the Keio University Graduate School of Media Design. Specializes in haptics, virtual reality, embodied media and embodied informatics.

Welcome to the World of Superhuman Sports

Bubble Jumper, Carry Otto, and Hover Crosse photos: Superhuman Sports Society
Freedom of Mobility for All

Nakamura Brace Co., Ltd. of Ohda City, Shimane Prefecture is a leader in producing high-quality prosthetics for the global market. Their customers include Mei Ichinose, the Paralympic swimmer who represented Japan at the Rio Paralympics who uses a dual land and water use prosthetic from the company. We spoke with company president Yoshihiro Nakamura and head of production Makoto Nasu about prosthetics.

Mr. Nakamura, what inspired you to enter this line of work?
Nakamura: I began working for a prosthetic limb manufacturer in Kyoto soon after high school. Our clients included the medical faculty of Kyoto University, and whenever I heard the professors speak I was inspired by the global impact of science. At the time, the market worldwide for prosthetics was still in its infancy, although its importance was recognized. I decided that if I was to continue this work, I would go to the United States to see the top of the field. I saved up and went for a month at age 22. I didn’t have any friends or connections there, but I was blessed with some truly wonderful encounters and my desire to learn was met with study opportunities. I was always impressed to see disabled and non-disabled people out and about and living so seamlessly together in the US.

Did you experience any difficulties creating the business after coming back to Japan?
Nakamura: After returning home I left my old job, and at 23 I flew again to the USA. But after half a year, I was involved in a hit and run accident. I remember waking up in a dark place that wasn’t an operating room, surrounded by crying people. I had been bleeding from both ears and was carried to the morgue. Though I recovered at the house of an American friend without hospitalization, I knew I could collapse again at any time. I also knew I couldn’t waste the experiences and kindness I had received in America. I returned to my shrinking hometown of Omori (now Ohda City). There, I built my business up from zero. In the first month I had just one customer. Worried about my health, my uncle ordered me a lower-back corset brace. My hard work helped me gain a good reputation in the town and my customers increased. Eventually, a hospital specializing in work-related injuries believed in me and placed stable orders. The business has grown from there.

How did you meet Ms. Ichinose, who went on to represent Japan in swimming at the 2016 Paralympics?
Nakamura: When I was working and aiming for the USA, I wanted to learn more and took a correspondence course at Kindai University. As such, I count as an alumnus and in May 2015 I was consulted about prosthetics for Ms. Ichinose, who had enrolled there a month before. She was born with a shorter right arm, which hindered training her upper body muscles in balance. I met with Mr. Nasu and the managing director, and the three of us began making a prosthetic for her training.

Mr. Nasu, how did making a prosthetic for an athlete compare to your other work?
Nasu: The first thing that comes to mind was that Ms. Ichinose asked for a shape that did not actually resemble a hand. Nakamura: Though we had imagined a more realistic artificial arm, Ms. Ichinose said, “My own arm is a part of me, and it would be strange to have one now that I didn’t have before.”

Nasu: She went on to say, “It may be extreme, but a design like an iron pipe would be good.” She wanted it in blue. I then began conceptualizing the design from scratch, making it so that she could assemble and disassemble it herself. Any necessary part replacement could be bought at a hardware store. In addition, the whole limb was molded in silicon rubber to make it usable in water.

We made a cast of Ms. Ichinose’s arm to make sure the limb could be attached precisely without gaps. It seems prosthetics development for athletes also helps create products for the wider market.

Nakamura: Indeed. In sports, we tend to focus on the top players, but there’s definitely a market beyond them. Everyone has an innate desire to exercise. People in my field are here to empower people with disabilities by developing assistive technology. And at the same time, we are always aware of the support we receive daily from those around us. I want to listen to everyone’s voices and give them the tools they need to thrive.

Is it possible her prosthetic arm will be refined in the future?
Nasu: Right now we are making parts that have the “pushing power” necessary for training such as bench pressing. We are also prototyping cylindrical parts that will allow the user to do four types of swimming strokes with one prosthetic.

Nakamura: We are now as a company considering an underwater-use prosthetic leg, based on this opportunity to create a land/water-use artificial leg. The prosthetic would not be aimed at competitive sports, but rather for disabled individuals to freely enjoy swimming in pools.

Looking at the prototype, it’s surprising how incredibly simple the shape is.
Nakamura: I think that times are changing. For a prosthetic intended for competitive sports, it’s now fine to leave the shape as is and not worry about trying to hide the fact that it is artificial. People’s feelings and impressions toward prosthetics have changed with better education and the Paralympics. In Japan, I think we have definitely become much more accepting. The land/water-use artificial leg is a step toward a new era, not only in terms of convenience but socially as well. Awareness about prosthetics will rise when people start seeing them more in places like pools.
The Thrill of Making the Impossible Possible
Confidence is the Accumulation of Small Victories

Kuniko Obinata was the first Japanese citizen to win a gold medal at the Winter Paralympics. She was involved in a traffic accident at the age of three that resulted in the amputation of her right leg and a permanent impairment in her left leg. Her first memory of walking was with the use of a prosthetic. But accident at the age of three that resulted in the amputation of her right leg and a permanent impairment in her left leg. Her first memory of walking was with the use of a prosthetic. But

M my first experience riding a sit-ski came at 17 years old, about 10 years after its invention in the late 1970s. It was still a relatively new invention. I had always loved sports and was eager to try the sit-ski, so I dove in with a five-day, four-night introductory course. To use the sit-ski, you sit on a seat suspended about 10 centimeters above a ski blade. The first time I tried it, I just couldn’t get my balance. I fell countless times, but each time I got better and better at balancing. After two days, I was more or less able to glide down the slopes.

It is often said that technology makes everything easier, but that’s not the case in sports. Humans must be the ones to control the tools created through technology. It is vital that we are diligent in our use of technology. It is vital that we are diligent in our use of technology.

Sports represent an accumulation of small victories – the ability to do today what you couldn’t do yesterday. If you tackle challenges with that strategy, you will surely reap the results as your victories pile up. Earning these victories will most likely take a good deal of time, and it seems trivial day by day. But by challenging yourself, you will open up a new road and learn to believe in your true potential.

I especially believe people with disabilities and impairments should tackle sports. I hope that many people enrich their lives through the joy of sports.

What about sports psychologists?
The emergence of sports psychologists has attracted attention in recent years in Japan and around the world. Although there is no set definition of the occupation, in Japan a certification for “Mental Training Consultant in Sport” is granted by the Japanese Society of Sport Psychology. The field involves guiding athletes on the psychological aspects of training and skills, in order to bring out the very best performance in the athlete.

What are sports psychologists?
The Olympic Charter states, “The Olympic Games are competitions between athletes in individual or team events and not between countries.” For example, the songs and flags displayed are decided by each country’s Olympic organizing committee and are not limited to national anthems and flags. The goal of the Olympics is to transcend differences of race, religion, and politics to deepen mutual understanding among all people through sports. Thus, a country-focused fixation is undesirable.

Kuniko Obinata

A Paralympic alpine skier who uses a sit-ski, Obinata competed in Five Paralympic Games from 1994 to 2010 and won a total of ten medals in the Para-alpine Skiing division. She leverages her rich experience for diverse activities, including serving as a committee member of the Japanese Para-sports Association, Vice President of the Paralympians Association of Japan, a member of the Cabinet Office Commission on Policy for Persons with Disabilities, and Executive Director of the Japan Para-Ski Federation. She is the author of Breaking Down Walls (2006, NHK Publishing Co., Ltd.).

Are the Olympics a competition between countries?
The distance of marathons was set at about 42.195 kilometers, the distance used at the 2008 London Olympics.

Why are marathons set at 42.195 kilometers?
The distance of marathons was set as an homage to the Battle of Marathon in Greece, the originator of the Ancient Olympic Games. Legend has it that to deliver the news of Greece’s defeat of the Persians in battle, the Greek messenger Pheidippides ran a distance of about 40 kilometers from the Greek town of Marathon to Athens. The first modern Olympics was held in 1896 in Athens with a marathon course between Marathon and Athens. However, course lengths varied until the distance was standardized at 42.195 kilometers, the distance used at the 2008 London Olympics.

What are sports psychologists?

Why are marathons set at 42.195 kilometers?

What are sports psychologists?

What led to the ban on doping?

What led to the ban on doping?

Doping is defined as enhancing athletic performance through the use of banned drugs and methods such as “blood doping” that involves boosting red blood cells through transfusions of the athlete’s own blood. But what exactly led to the ban of these doping drugs and methods? In fact, athletic competitions in the early 20th century were rife with athletes who were doping due to a lack of set rules. However, with the 1960 death of an Olympic athlete who had ingested an amphetamine, efforts to enforce doping rules accelerated. Now, doping is globally banned based on the recognition that doping is dangerous to the health of athletes and is unsportsmanlike.
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Improving Motor Skills

Although genetic factors influence physical capacity for areas such as running speed and muscular strength, with some effort this capacity can be greatly extended. The key lies in the motor control that helps move our bodies in the way that we want. In this article, leading sports scientist Dr. Kando Kobayashi outlines a scientific approach to strategic motor control improvement and specific training routines.

Many people believe that children are becoming increasingly poor at exercise and losing physical strength. For example, poor motor coordination and balance can cause children to lack the ability to run in a straight line. In fact, physical activity that would have been simple for a 4-year-old in the past is now often impossible for a 3rd grader. Elementary school teachers are reporting difficulties in teaching physical education because of this.

Why have the physical strength and exercise capacity of today’s children decreased so much? The cause is believed to be poor conditions relating to motor control. Sometimes people blame their “bad reflexes” for their poor sports and computing to motor control. Sometimes people blame their “bad reflexes” for their poor sports and computing to motor control. Sometimes people blame their “bad reflexes” for their poor sports and computing to motor control. Sometimes people blame their “bad reflexes” for their poor sports and computing to motor control. Sometimes people blame their “bad reflexes” for their poor sports and computing to motor control. Sometimes people blame their “bad reflexes” for their poor sports and computing to motor control. Sometimes people blame their “bad reflexes” for their poor sports and computing to motor control. Sometimes people blame their “bad reflexes” for their poor sports and computing to motor control. Sometimes people blame their “bad reflexes” for their poor sports and computing to motor control. Sometimes people blame their “bad reflexes” for their poor sports and computing to motor control. Sometimes people blame their “bad reflexes” for their poor sports and computing to motor control.

Improving “Quality of Motion”

In the medical world, we use the term “quality of life” (QOL) to describe one’s ability to live well in a healthy manner. Building on this, I hope that children can develop what I call “quality of motion” (QOM). I believe that by improving motor control and QOM, a host of other areas outside physical strength can be improved.

When playing sports, a variety of abilities are necessary aside from muscle strength or stamina. Abilities held by top athletes such as spotting sudden danger, making predictions, tackling challenges with courage, and broadening their perspectives are all equally applicable to studying and all fields of work. Through my research into training for the motor neurons, I discovered the importance of fundamentals like posture and walking style. From this, I developed a variety of exercise methods to train the body and improve mental agility.

Plantar Fasciitis

FUNDAMENTALS OF MOTOR CONTROL IMPROVEMENT

Having a thorough understanding of your body and movement are key to motor control. Once you master the fundamentals of posture and motion, you can aim to improve your motor control.

Dr. Kando Kobayashi

Born in 1943, he studied physical and health education at the Faculty of Education, University of Tokyo, and continued on to focus on physical education at the Graduate School of Education at the same university. He is now Professor Emeritus of the University of Tokyo, and has specialized in sports science, devised conscious motion training techniques and developed machines, and conducted physiological studies to improve youth fitness. He has released several books including Science of Motor Neurons: Anyone Can Run Fast (Kodansha Gendai-shinsho) and Rejuvenation through Walking: A Way to Walk that Will Make the Brain and Body 10 Years Younger (Takarajima Shinsho).

Fundamentals of Motor Control Improvement

Stand Up Straight!

We use muscles in the back and torso to arch the back and stand straight. Incorrect posture and development of a slump arise if these muscles weaken. With deep muscle strength, one can stand relaxed without using the surface muscles.

Stimulate Your Brain with Exercise

Movements that use the torso muscles and affect one’s feeling of balance stimulate the brain through the primary motor cortex (Brodmann’s area 4), the core of movement instructions. The image above shows a large amount of oxygen circulating within the brain.

Core Torso Muscles Are Key

The core torso muscles (inner muscles) support the spine from the inside and perform numerous important functions aside from maintaining posture and motion. The image above shows the torso muscles captured in an MRI.

Understand Your Psoas Major Muscle

The psoas major muscle connecting the back and femur bones plays an important role in maintaining posture and walking. Top athletes are characterized by their thicker psoas major muscles and increased control over them. The red section is the psoas major muscle.

Walk with Confidence!

When we think about walking with confidence, we often think of the phrase “Chest out, stomach in!” This might result in a comical posture in which we arch our backs to puff out the chest and stick out our rumps. However, to walk correctly, you should walk forward with the psoas major muscle rather than the leg. Imagine that the foot starts from directly below the pit of the stomach, and the hips are pushed out from the chest.

Incorporating key equipment like horizontal bars and mats as gauges of core physical ability. However, we should also go to an even more fundamental level: teaching the proper ways to stand and walk, which are shown in this article.
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A chimpanzee sits in front of a bushy grove at the Japan Monkey Centre, swinging his body from side to side. Hair on end, he lets out a cry. Suddenly he stands up on his hind feet, climbs across the area’s monkey bars and drops to the ground below while clapping his hands. His audience of riveted zoo visitors exclaims a collective “Wow!” Encouraged, the chimp makes another show of jumping from high up while clapping. Japan Monkey Centre breeding assistant Tomonori Hoshino is on hand to give an explanation of the chimpanzee’s strange behavior. “This is all a display to show his power to his community.”

This curious chimp has been given the name Tsutomu, and he lives with his female companion Maruko and their baby Mamoru. Hoshino explains further, “Although we have a breeding style here that results in nuclear-style families, in the wild chimpanzees display a variety of behaviors. They tend to form bigger communities and communicate with various voice and gesture patterns. You can tell their mood just by looking at them. If they’re happy they smile, but if they’re angry you’ll know it by their bristling hair. The display we just saw was to confirm his place in the group, but I think Tsutomu was also broadcasting his appeal to all of his human guests.”

Hoshino throws some tree branches into Tsutomu’s area. Tsutomu picks one up and uses it to drive holes in an artificial anthill that contains honey. Hoshino explains, “He’s using the branch to fish out the honey from inside. He purposely picks the best-positioned hole in the anthill and then selects a branch that is a good length. Then he chomps down on the end of the branch to make a brush to soak up the honey. He has made his own tool.”

Studies have shown that in the wild, chimpanzees in different areas develop their own tool “cultures.” Communities in some regions use tree branches to dig out ants from anthills, while communities in other regions place hard nuts on a flat stone and break them open by striking them with another stone. “Young chimpanzees learn by watching their parents and other adults. Mamoru will probably learn how to get honey by watching his father Tsutomu.”

Hoshino visited Tanzania two years ago on research and was thrilled to see for himself a group of wild chimpanzees swinging through the jungle. His dream, he explains, is to enable visitors to witness the extraordinary primal nature of chimpanzees, even if that happens at a zoo in central Japan.

Chimpanzees
Our Highly Intelligent Evolutionary Neighbors

About 187,000 chimpanzees call Africa home, spread across the continent’s savannas to its tropical rainforests. Chimpanzees organize themselves within communities of over 20 males and females of all ages. They live for about 50 years, subsisting on leaves, fruits, nuts, berries, insects, and even small animals. Females tend to leave their home community for a new one upon maturation, and usually give birth for the first time at around 14 years old. Chimpanzees were long classified in the now obsolete Pongidae taxonomic family. However, research has shown that these animals possessing strikingly high intelligence have close links to humans and they are now classified with their kindred humans in the family Hominidae.
Discover the Milky Way

The Milky Way holds a special significance in Japanese culture due to its role in the Tanabata festival. According to the Tanabata legend, the deities Orihime (a princess) and Hikoboshi (a cowherd) are quite literally star-crossed lovers who can only meet once per year on July 7. They are represented by the stars Vega and Altair which are separated by the Milky Way.

To discover more about the Milky Way, we asked Dr. Ryoya Saji of Tamagawa University.

Why does the Milky Way look the way it does?

Saji: Put simply, it is because countless stars appear to form a shining path across the sky. In Japanese, we call it the “River of Heaven.” Put scientifically, what you are seeing is just a portion of stars from the center and arms of our Milky Way Galaxy.

Is our galaxy the same as the Universe?

Saji: The Milky Way is just one of the hundreds of billions of galaxies in the Universe, each containing billions or trillions of stars. Earth is located within the Solar System in the Milky Way, with the Andromeda Galaxy just next door.

What is the shape of the Milky Way Galaxy?

Saji: The center forms a flat disc and arms spiral around it. Our Solar System is located approximately 30,000 light years from the center. Think of it as somewhat close to the outer side. Most of the stars that we can see in the night sky are relatively nearby, but the Milky Way (as observed from Earth) comprises the light of stars which are extremely far away compared with those.

Does the Milky Way we see correspond to the center of the Milky Way Galaxy?

Saji: No, the center of the Milky Way Galaxy is observed in the direction of Sagittarius. Nearly all the stars we see in the night sky, whether near or far, are stars of our galaxy.

How can you find the Milky Way in the sky?

Saji: From the northern hemisphere you should look south and use Scorpius as a landmark. In the heart of Scorpius is Antares, which shines red. The area around the tail, which extends like an S from Antares, glows white like a river.

Is it possible to see the Milky Way in cities?

Saji: It is difficult in cities because of light pollution (an excess of artificial light).

What are your tips for seeing the Milky Way clearly?

Saji: You need a clear sky and a very dark location. You can use the opportunities of holidays or school trips to try to go stargazing.

How does the Milky Way give you a sense of the great expanse of space?

Saji: Space has depth, although that can be hard to grasp by just looking at the sky. If you try to picture the relationship between the stars that shine from the very-distant central part of the galaxy and the stars that shine near to the Solar System, you should be able to sense its depth.

What is the shape of the Milky Way Galaxy?

Saji: The center forms a flat disc and arms spiral around it. Our Solar System is located approximately 30,000 light years from the center. Think of it as somewhat close to the outer side. Most of the stars that we can see in the night sky are relatively nearby, but the Milky Way (as observed from Earth) comprises the light of stars which are extremely far away compared with those.

Does the Milky Way we see correspond to the center of the Milky Way Galaxy?

Saji: No, the center of the Milky Way Galaxy is observed in the direction of Sagittarius. Nearly all the stars we see in the night sky, whether near or far, are stars of our galaxy.

How can you find the Milky Way in the sky?

Saji: From the northern hemisphere you should look south and use Scorpius as a landmark. In the heart of Scorpius is Antares, which shines red. The area around the tail, which extends like an S from Antares, glows white like a river.

Is it possible to see the Milky Way in cities?

Saji: It is difficult in cities because of light pollution (an excess of artificial light).
Every spring, the cherry blossom front advances north across Japan, bathing the country in an exquisite yet ephemeral beauty. Japanese people eagerly await the blossoms, consulting “cherry blossom forecasts” that take into account numerous factors to predict when these fickle flowers will bloom. 

Sakura (cherry blossoms) are celebrated with gatherings called hanami (flower viewing parties). The most prominent cultivar of sakura is the Tokyo cherry, but a myriad of varieties also exist. But what are the secrets of sakura? For observation methods, we went to Dr. Toshio Katsuki of Tama Forest Science Garden, Forestry and Forest Products Research Institute.

According to Katsuki, while a total of ten wild sakura species exist in Japan, Japanese sakura lovers have propagated over 100 cultivars that bring out their favorite characteristics. One method of producing cultivars involves creating clones through grafting, preserving desired characteristics. Some varieties are the result of mutations, such as the weeping cherry (Shidare Zakura). Although sakura naturally tend to have five petals per blossom, the double flowered cherry (Yae Zakura) has more.

As for the popular Tokyo cherry? It is a hybrid with the Oshima cherry as its father and the Spring cherry for its mother. From these origins, it inherited the attractive characteristics of large blossoms that bloom before leaves appear that might dilute their splendor.
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